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Company Information: Southern California Edison

Headquarters

Industry

Web Site

Rosemead, California

Electric Utility

www.sce.com

Southern California Edison is one of the nation’s largest electric utilities, providing electric service to approximately 15 

million people through 5.2 million customer accounts. SCE’s service area includes portions of 15 counties and hundreds 

of cities and communities in a 50,000-square-mile service area within Central, Coastal and Southern California.

• 135 years of history

• 118,000 circuit miles of distribution and bulk transmission lines

• 1.4 million power poles

• More than 80% of the electricity delivered to SCE customers is 

generated by independent power producers

• Forty-three percent (42.6%) of the electricity that SCE delivers to 

customers comes from carbon-free resources, including solar and wind 

https://www.sce.com/
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Challenge Solution Outcome
Implement a new enterprise customer 

relationship and billing system. The Customer 

Service Re-Platform (CSRP) project 

modernized SCE’s existing customer systems 

with an SAP solution to enable greater 

reliability, efficiency, and a better customer 

experience. SCE is the first and largest utility 

in North America to implement SAP S/4HANA 

ISU, SAP Customer Experience & CRM, and 

SAP Marketing including SAP Sales Cloud, 

Service Cloud, and Marketing Cloud 

applications.

▪ More timely info and ability view bills and 

account updates same day to support customer 

questions

▪ Improved visibility to status, aging, and 

resolution of exceptions to support inquiries, and 

improve overall support 

▪ Integration and access to centralized data to 

support customer analysis and service decisions

▪ Ability to support new rates, programs and 

address increasing service complexity

▪ Supports SCE Customer Service and 

Technology strategies

▪ Improved bill batch timings, reduced time to 

change rates, improved billing accuracy

SCE’s former Customer Service System was 

outdated and costly to maintain:

▪ Core to customer information, billing, 

programs and service interactions for more 

than 5 million customer accounts

▪ Custom mainframe-based built it in the 

1990’s; the aging system was less reliable 

and hindered service to customers

▪ System failure risks led to the decision to 

upgrade and replace the majority of 

customer systems

▪ Global pandemic caused transition to a 

100% virtual work environment 

Southern California Edison

70%
Integration with ~300 

internal and external 

systems and third parties 300
100% of all training (4,200 

employees, 800 temporary 

staff) and 100% of all go-live

activities completed virtually 

with a remote work force

100%

Transforming Customer Service

Replaced nearly 70% 

of existing customer 

related systems
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The launch of our new customer billing and engagement system was an important 

milestone — the largest implementation of its kind for any utility. We transferred 

billions of data records and cutover from the old to the new system as planned. We’ve 

had many bright spots, like high-speed performance that completes a billing cycle 

several hours faster than our previous system, and we heard positive feedback from 

users on the ease of single sign-on and ability to view customer bills in PDF.  

- Jill Anderson, SCE Executive Vice President of Operations
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Participating Partner Information 

Functional Lead System Integrator* 
End-to-end delivery of technology to 

support business scope

Data  Ensure legacy data is cleansed and 

loaded into the new system

Post-Stabilization Support  Assistance 

and on-going support for the new solution

Role in 

Project

Collaboration is critical for success

Vendor

Partners

Third Party QA  Provide oversight as 

an independent quality advisor 

throughout the Program

Change Management  Ensure SCE 

users, stakeholders, and customers are 

ready for changes

Controls  Ensure SCE users, 

stakeholders, and customers are ready 

for changes

*HCL served as Functional Lead System Integrator June 2017 – March 2020
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Business Challenges and Objectives

Business Challenges Project Objectives

• Previous customer systems were costly to 

maintain, obsolete and degrading in reliability

• Customer systems represented 15% of SCE’s 

total IT applications but drove 50% of system 

issues and maintenance costs

• Legacy sustainment substantially increased 

risk of catastrophic failures with extended 

recovery times

• Potential for software incompatibility and loss 

of knowledgeable resources over time

• Inability to meet future customer needs,  

regulatory, and business requirements in a 

timely and cost-effective manner

• 21 billion data records in >15 various systems 

requiring cleansing, mapping, and conversion

• Support Customer Service Strategy: “A simple, low effort 
customer experience delivered cost-efficiently”

– SAP solution selected to deliver on most critical operational 
outcomes: increase efficiency, reduce operational risk

– Improve customer satisfaction, reduce manual workarounds, 
proactive and targeted customer communications, etc.

• Support IT Strategy: Enterprise Technology Optimization

– Reduce total cost of ownership for Customer Service portfolio 
by consolidating and eliminating customized applications

– Simplified architecture to increase flexibility of technology for 
end users and for customers

▪ Support SCE Enterprise: Increased Enterprise Benefits

– Alignment to Grid Modernization efforts will better enable 
micro-grids and potential clean-energy customer offerings

– Improved data accuracy and platform future data analytics

▪ Reduce operating and technology risk

– Replace dated architecture, applications out of maintenance or 
obsolete and custom software with modern, agile, reliable and 
standard systems and processes at lower maintenance cost
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Project or Use Case Details

SCE’s Customer Service Strategy focus was to provide simple solutions for customers and execute core 
functions to improve cost efficiency, customer satisfaction and Demand Side Management value. SCE also 
recognized that the regulatory and utility industry is ever-changing and that their existing systems cannot 
meet the demands of new technologies and public policies.  

SCE’s ability to meet current and future business needs was hampered by system obsolescence and 
failure risk of SCE’s prior customer systems. Systems were difficult to modify and maintain and had 
outlived its anticipated useful life. While SCE implemented several extensions and modifications over the 
years to meet growing requirements, this had resulted in an increasingly complicated web of interrelated 
systems, many of which were becoming outdated or obsolete.  Additionally, because the programming 
language used to create many of the customer systems were no longer a primary development platform, 
it was difficult to find programmers with the appropriate skill set to address issues in a timely manner as 
they arose.  

Given these concerns, SCE assessed the feasibility of sustaining the current Customer Service technology 
portfolio or replacing the aging systems.
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Project or Use Case Details

A technical assessment confirmed that SCE’s Customer Service legacy systems should be decommissioned and replaced 

with SAP-centric solution. The Customer Service Re-Platform project would simplify the Customer Service technology 

landscape, improve reliability, and enable elevated customer engagement capabilities and operational efficiencies.

SCE as an enterprise was already utilizing SAP as a solution for ERP, as well as in other key areas such as SAP CRM. 

CSRP will move the core CS technology environment to SAP to actualize certain benefits, such as stronger and better 

integration. For instance, during the time of the initial project inception, SCE was in the process of moving data from 

TERADATA to SAP HANA/HADOOP.

Timeline & Phases: In order to manage a project of this magnitude and complexity, SCE divided the project into phases, 

each with clearly defined project activities and deliverables.

• Technical Assessment – Assessment of the existing CS technology platform relative to SCE’s CS and IT strategy

• Pre-Planning – Mitigate risk and increase scope confidence 

• Plan and Analyze  – Initiating and planning the complex program, documentation of assumptions, workplan, onboarding, 

and defining the final scope; developing business objectives, finalizing requirements, define as-is and to-be processes

• Design – Developed designs to support to-be processes

• Build – Development of objects, configuration, initial testing

• Test – Integration, performance, and user acceptance testing, mock data conversions

• Deploy – Training, testing, system deployment, legacy system retirement

• Stabilize – Go-Live, defect resolution, operational support, training
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Project or Use Case Details

Solution Scope

More than 260 SCE processes and sub-processes were impacted by the new solution scope; leading to the 

development of 664 SAP development objects (RICEFW: Reports, Interfaces, Conversions, Enhancements, Forms, 

Workflows) in the following areas:

• Device& Field

• Usage & Billing

• FICA

• Credit & Collections

• Customer Interaction Management

• Product & Program Management

• Reporting & Analytics

Unique Challenges

In early 2020, approximately 1 year before CS Re-Platform Go-Live, the global COVID-19 pandemic required more than 

1,100 project team members to work 100% remote across the United States and in four different countries. The team 

had to re-plan its user acceptance testing, training, and system go-live to support a 100% virtual environment. The team 

conducted ~1,500 user acceptance test cases, 4,000 training sessions to 4,200 end users (and 800 temporary staffing), 

as well as completed nearly 8,000 cutover tasks on time in a fully remote work mode.

By the Numbers:

• 9,000 integration test cases executed

• 1,000 change impacts identified

• 8 billion records migrated,18 terabytes of storage

• >1,100 team members
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Project or Use Case Details

Unique Collaborations:

Mid project SCE, conducted a proof of concept test and valuation to assess the feasibility of leveraging SAP's SAP Customer 

Experience & CRM suite of products: Sales, Service and Marketing. To ensure core functionality required by SCE, the team 

partnered with SAP to advance the SAP Customer Experience & CRM solution. This Co-innovation effort resulted in 

additional business value for our customers and internal stakeholders by:

• Providing an improved 360 degree view of the customer

• Enable stronger relationships with commercial and industrial customers

• Avoid a potentially disruptive secondary system update, and transition to cloud at a future time frame

• Provide integrated marketing, segmentation and communication capabilities

• Centralized repository for communications and comprehensive view of customer profiles

• Streamlined views of customer engagement

SCE also collaborated with SAP to develop a customer Products and Program framework to meet the unique requirements of 

California's customers and regulators. This allowed SCE to streamline and develop the framework for:

• Income Qualified Programs

• Tariffed based Programs

• Misc Generation programs

• Enable Dynamic compatibility checks

• Leverage existing SAP Business Rule Framework (BRF) framework for enrollment and program management
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Business Process Details

Process Before Process After
• Over 21 billion data records within ~15 

disparate subsystems created extended efforts 
to validate reporting, data reconciliation and 
quality

• Lack of integration with other systems created 
segmented views of customer requests and/or 
transactions 

• As-is processes in custom designed systems 
created in silo’s using various formats and 
tools, lacking standardization

• Limited access to view Energy Efficiency 
rebates and status 

• Delays in customer payments applied to 
accounts due to system processing restrictions

• Inability for customer facing employees to view 
print copy of customer bill

• Costly and time prohibiting to change or modify 
systems due to limited capability of aging 
systems

• Users required to sign into multiple systems 
and had limited access to systems outside 
customer service to address customer requests

• Cleansed, converted, and transformed approximately 
825 million rows of data to the new system creating a 
single source of truth with authenticated data; enabled 
more comprehensive and robust self-service reporting

• Improved collaboration; integrated platform and 
streamlined processes create fewer hand-offs to 
complete specific transactions

• Business processes standardized and centralized for 
ease of access, maintenance, and quality control; new 
processes developed based on industry standards

• Improved visibility to Energy Efficiency rebates and 
status

• Customer payments posted in real time

• Ability for customer facing employees to view print 
copy of customer bills and provide better assistance

• Faster and less costly to implement modifications and 
changes to systems

• Single sign-on, fewer systems, better performance 
and increased visibility to customer requests

• Integrated marketing, segmentation and 
communication capabilities
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Benefits and Outcomes

Business or Social IT* Human Empowerment

* IT benefits are required if you are using SAP Business Technology Platform products

• Improved operational efficiency 
due to better integration

• Standardization and 
streamlining of more than 260 
customer service processes

• Improved ability and lower costs 
to change and modify rates and 
programs; reduced rate and 
factor change time

• Enhanced and wholistic view of 
customer profiles

• Improved data accuracy and 
quality; enhanced self-service 
reporting capabilities

• Reduced bill batch processing 
time 

• Improved billing accuracy 
exceeding 99% 

• Empowers users to resolve more 
complex issues by improving 
visibility to more customer 
information, as well as status, 
aging, and resolution of exceptions 
and tickets

• Enables more cross-collaboration 
within various organization to 
better serve customers

• Enables a core component of the 
SCE Customer Strategy by 
allowing customers to receive 
notifications through the 
technology of their choice

• Co-innovation and early 
collaboration with SAP developers 
helped shape SAP utility product 
development and push utility 
specific functions in its early stages 
to benefit future utility users

• Enhanced integration with 
enterprise systems; simplified 
architecture landscape

• Reduces risks of potential system 
failures

• No significant customer 
system impacts since go-live, 
reduced costs and timing to 
address system issues 

• Standardization and centralization 
of data

• Reduced overall costs of 
technology maintenance

• Optimized billing confirmation 
and purge settings to speed 
performance

• Increased hardware capacity 
(memory and CPU cores) on 16 
servers
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Architecture
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SAP® technologies used:

Date 

Number of end usersDeployment status

Number of customers

Transaction Volume

Deployment Details 1 of 2

8
SAP

product

Primary

product
Deployment status 
LIVE or POC [proof of concept]

Contribution 

to project

1 SAP S/4HANA (ISU) Live Primary system for all back office functions 

2 SAP Service Cloud Live Primary system for call center 

3 SAP Marketing Cloud Live System used for marketing campaigns

4 SAP Sales Cloud Live System used for managing leads and opportunities 

5 SAP Integration Suite Live Provide integration between SAP S/4HANA, SAP Customer 

Experience & CRMand other cloud applications

6 SAP Document Presentment by OpenText Live System for Ad-hoc and batch correspondence to customers

7 SAP Data Quality Management (DQM) and 

SAP DQM, microservices for location data

Live Used for address validation in SAP S/4HANA, SAP Customer 

Experience & CRM, SCE.com and other applications.

8 SAP Fiori Live SAP Fiori Apps built for Program enrolment (P&P), FICA module 

9 SAP BW for SAP HANA Live Datawarehouse used as a self service reporting platform for users 

April 6, 2021

4,200Live

5.2 million

~5 million bills per month

X

X
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The following offerings from SAP Services and Support were utilized during the implementation 

or deployment phase

SAP MaxAttention™

SAP ActiveAttention™

SAP Advanced Deployment

RISE with SAP for Industries

SAP Innovative Business Solutions

Other:

SAP Value Assurance

SAP Cloud ALM

Deployment Details 2 of 2

SAP Advisory Services

SAP Customer Experience Solutions

SAP Preferred Success

SAP Solution ManagerSAP Innovation Services

SAP Enterprise Support

Contribution to the project

SAP MaxAttention was leveraged through out the project for architectural and best practices guidance. During go live and 

post go live,  MaxAttention services were leveraged to resolve critical issues, set up monitoring and reassess sizing of 

database. The value assurance service and advisory services were leveraged to review design to leverage product 

functionality. SAP Innovative business solutions service was leveraged to implement the Program and Products enrollment 

and other functionality as part of the SAP product suite to reduce the custom development. This was a co-innovation effort 

that can be leveraged by other customers in the future 

X X

X
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The following advanced technologies were part of the project.

Advanced Technologies (1 of 2)

Technology 

or use case
Product *

Contribution to project and how product 

used integrates with SAP products

1 Intelligent technologies UiPath for RPA SCE developed several functions using RPA to support processes during 

data migration as well as ongoing. Some examples include adding billing 

blocks/invoice locks, removal of billing Blocks/invoice locks, setting up 

customer preferences etc. SCE successfully deployed ~55 RPA (40% front-

office, 60% back-office) automations as of SAP-ISU / SAP Customer 

Experience & CRM go-live. This automation effort help deliver ~100 FTE 

savings (avoided cost) within first month of implementation.

A) Machine learning or

artificial intelligence
Conversational AI, AI-based knowledge graph,

AI Business Services, Robotic process 

automation

B) Blockchain

C) Internet of things

2 Intelligent data management
Multi-cloud and or hybrid deployment,  

data virtualization & governance, privacy 

compliance, cloud data lake service

*If this is not an SAP product, explain how it integrates with SAP products.
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The following advanced technologies were part of the project.

Advanced Technologies (2 of 2)

Technology 

or use case
Product *

Contribution to project and how product 

used integrates with SAP products

3 Advanced cloud integration
New business models using API’s, Connecting 

business partner(s) with API’s, Integration Advisor, 

Digital integration hub architecture, Event Mesh

SAP Integration Suite Integration of SAP cloud solutions (SAP Sales Cloud, Service 

and Marketing) with on premise SAP S/4HANA 

4 Advanced and augmented 
analytics
Real-time and streaming analytics, spatial 

analytics, natural language processing, machine 

learning to identify trends, patterns, and outliers, 

predictive analytics and planning)

SAP Customer Experience & 

CRM & Marketing Co-

Innovation

SCE helped shape the product with our developers to avoid 

customization and push the product in its early stages to 

accommodate utility specific functions.

5 Combined transactions and 
analytics on single data set
Reduce data latency and footprint from dedicated 

data marts, data warehouses and data lakes (> 

1TB)

*If this is not an SAP product, explain how it integrates with SAP products.
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Additional Information

SCE engaged with SAP Innovative Business Services (IBSO) to deliver a solution that is fully 

integrated into SAP ISU and SAP Customer Experience & CRM without custom code, with 

flexible framework to implement the functionality for Programs and Products to reduce the 

custom RICEFW objects and reduce the risk implementing the CS Re-Platform project. 



©2020 SAP SE or an SAP affiliate company. All rights reserved. 
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